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Issue Sub ID Name 

439 Barbara Jacobson 

440 Lisa Coulson 

442 Katherine Le Petit 

443 Lisa Daly 

444 Sally Jane Goodyear 

446 Neil Woodward 

447 Susan Woodcock 

450 Fleming , Katie 

451 Jacobson, Lachlan 

455 Julie Anne Malcolm 

.[~: 

Summary 

I • • 

There are very few safe public places you can ride today. Our roads are now too dangerous to even consider. We used to be able 
to ride in neighbour's orchards, but that has all changed due to the stringent rules around Health and Safety and the crippling 
financial penalties that can be imposed if there is an accident on their property. 
Farmers have also closed their properties to horse riders with discovery of the disease Mycoplasma Bovis in an effort to prevent 
the disease spreading to their farm . 

Horse riders in the Western Bay area have very few safe areas they can ride, so Tuapiro which is so safe gets used considerably 
which demonstrates the need for such areas in our community. Why doesn't the council follow Tauranga City Councils lead and 
open up all the beaches to horses, with a few obvious exceptions and then you would cut down the traffic at Tuapiro . 

Council is required to provide appropriate recreational resources for ALL their community. The other options offered to us are no 
substitute for Tuapiro. Support and responsibility to the equestrian community is sadly lackinQ 
Council should stick with this option. I believe the increase in horses at Tuapiro is directly as a result of closing Te Puna. If the 
bylaw change goes through it will mean more horses on the other beaches then there will be call to ban horses from them also. 
Council is required to provide fair and reasonable access to recreation facilities. The other riding venues offered by council are 
not suitable or safe for many riders and horses. Tuapiro does cost the council like facilities for other sport e.g. cycling, rugby etc 

I DO NOT support changes to bylaw that would exclude horses on tuapiro as horse riding spaces are minimal and hard to find. 

Sadly there are fewer and fewer places locally where we can safely ride our horses. Farms have been subdivided; with concerns 
about health and safety and following PSA many orchards and land owners discourage anyone entering their property. TECT Park 
is a 1;.;; hour drive each way over the Kaimais. The land between Thompson's Track and Lund Road has potential to be a good 
place for experienced riders on fit horses, but is no substitute for Tuapiro as it is steep, challenging terrain, often slippery and 
overgrown with weeds. Horse riders have the same problems on the roads as cyclists. We applaud the decision by WBOPDC to 
spend $3million on cycleways over the next 3 years. We look forward to being able to share some of these cycleways. In Europe, 
even in the most built-up areas, there are countless parks and reserves where cyclists, walkers and horse riders all "share with 
care" 
We are getting forced off riding in Kiwifruit Orchards due to the Kiwifruit disease PSA and now Dairy Farms due to Micoplasma 
Bovis. Riding on the roads is dangerous due to a lot of the drivers having no respect for animals on the road, passing too close and 
driving too close to our horses. Tuapiro Beach is a safe environment for us to ride, have fun with our family and fellow riders. 

I do not support the banning of horses at Tuapiro Beach and any other beach where we have access to. 
New Zealand has a coastline of 15000km. Where horse riders ride at this beach is only 2.3km 0.02% of our coastline. Is this really 
asking too much to allow horse riding to continue there . 

Places for horse riding is becoming less and less, this is not good for our sport. It is not like just being able to jump on your bike and 
go out your gate and ride up the road. Bikes do not get frights from traffic or dogs baking behind hedges. Safety is the biggest 
factor for horse riding and as private farms and orchards are shutting their gates to all (not only horse riders) then where do we go. 

We now live in an era where there is little remaining farm land, new subdivisions have taken over a lot of land and there are few 
places remaining in our area that are safe to ride in . Country roads are no longer safe, due to high vehicle volumes and the 
removal of the wide verQes that once allowed horses and vehicles safe distances between them. 
There are very few areas in Western Bay where horses can ride so I have difficulty understanding why council would place more 
restrictions on horse riders. Council spends a lot of money providing other sport recreational areas for the public, where Tuapiro is 
in our back yard and free but just needs to remain accessible for all. 
Beaches such as Tuapiro are important to provide recreational opportunities to many sectors of society. 
Horse owners and riders are but one sector of society. As the country becomes more populated there are less and less places 
where horse riders can safely ride- roads which were once great places for exercising riders and horses are in many places 
Qenerally now too busy to be safe. 
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461 Brianna Shaw 

465 Kym Lang 

466 Melanie Drumm 

469 Kyrie Gausden 

4 70 Gene Jacobson 

473 Kiani Taylor 

474 Nicola Parker-Webb 

475 Tina Fagan 

501 Rogers, Peter Wayne 

503 Rogers, Alayna 

503 Rogers, Alayna 

503 Rogers, Alayna 

As the local Riding for Disabled organisation in Tauranga there are very few places we can take our horses for some much needed 
mental stimulation outside of their day to day routine. Our horses are well cared for and managed and as part of their well-being 
we have to take them off our property to give them a change in environment to keep them mentally and physically stimulated . 

I do not support the changes to the draft reserves and facilities by law because it is fun to swim the horses and it is a safe place to 
ride because most beaches are too noisy or aren't suitable for riding or we are not allowed to ride. Everyone should be able to 

I do not support the changes as I believe beaches, reserves and facilities should be shared by all. We horse ride frequently at 
Tuapiro and Waihi Beach at least twice a week and often do not see another person . If we do it's usually someone else riding or 
walkin their s. There are restrictions al in ace so that all can share. 
Riding on the beach is a big part of rural NZ lifestyle and even more important now the roads are so busy and dangerous for 
horses, and for motorists trying to pass a horse on a busy road . 
Horse riders know they must look after the reserves, park in designated areas, clean up droppings, and behave safely and 
courteous! when ridi on the beach or swimmi he h 
New Zealand has a strong sporting culture which includes gold medal equestrian performances at Olympic and World Equestrian 
Games level. Our horse riders NEED facilities and v whi exercise their horses. 
Our roads are now too dangerous to even consider. Orchards are now closed due to the stringent rules around Health and Safety 
and the crippling financial penalties that can be imposed if there is an accident on their property. 
Farmers have also closed their properties to horse riders with discovery of the disease Mycoplasma Bovis in an effort to prevent 

access 
It only further widens the divide between "town and country" in a district that should support recreational outdoor activities, exercise, 
heath and wellbeing. Recreational horse riding has been enjoyed by people for many decades. Horse riding promotes exercise, 
responsibility and safety. Also has no harmful affects to the environment and is a tradition that is not only enjoyed by the rider but 
often those watchin . 
In 2018 it is high time we learned share our resources and assets and make plans for the future that include multi-use of our 
facilities. 

The closure of the permitted area at Tuapiro to ride a horse will put unneccessary pressure on the other riding beach areas that 
n allocated rmitted ridi within the WBOPD 

Horses should be allowed at Tuapiro, Waihi Beach, Athenree Estuary. Horse people need a place to ride their horses off legal 
roads its safer than bein on the roads and 
If horse riding was banned at Tuapiro the people who ride at Tuapiro would have to drive to other beaches such as Waihi Beach , 
this would put a large amount of pressure on the other areas as there would be an increased use on the area. The main pressures 
would be parking facilities at the areas, the end of Broadway road has little to no parking spaces for horse trucks and floats, causing 
drivers to park and tie up their horses on the side of the road , thus leading to further hazards for road users and pedestrians using 
the road. At Tuapiro this is not an issue as there is a large parking area for horse trucks and floats. 

The proposed horse riding , cycling and walking area to be established at Lund road would take many years of (work) until it is up to 
standard and is safe to ride on and this would also be a very costly process, riders would need a safe area to ride in the interim if 
the aw was to be chan ed to ban horses on Tu oint. 
There would be many negative effects for both the riders and community if horses were banned from Tuapiro. With no other 
designated riding areas in close proximity to Katikati local riders would be forced to ride on public roads which would be an major 

hazard for both drivers estrian horses and ri 
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es. 

Coucnil reserves and facilities are for the benefit and enjoyment of everyone, Including horse riders. The closure of this area will 
limit the allowable places to ride and therefore place greater stress through increased usage on the few remaining permitted areas. 

534 Jones, Miriam Louise The council should be also considering the difficulty of terrain ets when considering establishing additional areas for riding. 

540 Jones, Lloyd William If the Council reopened areas around the estuary of Bowentown and developed other areas with terrain suitable for all levels of 
horse rider there would be no roblem of in future rs. 

542 Walford, R and Meek, SS Horse riders of all ages are finding fewer and fewer places to ride their beloved steeds in complete safety. To ride on any public 
road is becoming far too dangerous because of speed and volume of traffic. TECT park and the proposed reserve adjacent to 
Lund Rd is no substitute for Tuapiro ... reasons. Horse riders have fewer and fewer places to ride and need more not less 

The alternative riding site at Lund Road is neither desirable nor achievable for many riders due to its steep terrain. I have never 
seen horses am the trees whereas I have seen motorbikes. 

553 Merrin , Hayley The roads are not safe for young riders (like me), nervous riders and even more experienced rider with a young/green horse. I 
believe that if the Western BOP Council permits this great injustice to the equestrian community the young riders will grow up 
scared to leave an arena and therefore will not only lose their confidence but their horse or pony will become bored and lose their 
engagement. The Council says that there are 5 other beaches that we can take our horses to ride on , the way us riders see it is 
that two of these beaches are the same beach (waihi beach), waihi has large surf which is extremely scary for horses who have not 
experienced waves before. A further two beaches have sinking sand which is very dangerous for both horse and rider. And for the 
last of he five beaches is more than a 2 hours drive away from Tuapiro and also has waves although they are smaller than those at 

557 Johnson, David Samuel I think horses and riders should be able to use our beaches 

558 Pountney, Margaret Jean Please let us all , horses, dogs and people enjoy the beaches. The sea water is so good for horse's feet and legs. Everyone should 
and Pountney, Jenny be able to enjoy our sea shore 

559 Merrin , Marian Irene We live in a community where many of its members keep horses and ride horses. It is the Council's role to provide and maintain 
services and facilities that accommodated the needs of the community it represents. The TECT Park has a very long way to go 
before it is anywhere near an ideal destination for horse riding. The trails are narrow, often steep and difficult and the footing is 
terrible in places either from slippery clay or large stones/gravel. The tracks are poorly signposted which makes for some 
frustrating and pointless backtracking and getting lost more often than not. Then there are the other beaches offered up as 
alternatives. All good and well, but horse people know about the sinking sand and big waves once again we have the ideal Tuapiro 
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Katikati has a very special place in my memories as I always have to think of the awesome adventures we had at the beach with 
the horses. Being able to ride on the beach is a significant point for students like me to go to Katikati and spent their time abroad in 

569 Hesse, Dominique My very first ride in New Zealand was along the road and next to some hotwires. Because of some mad drivers who speeded along 
quite close to the horse sometimes they got really nervous and I'm not going to lie, I was nervous too . So the beach was very 
welcomi safe and fun 

570 Symes, Charles Wymond Banning horses will be the Trojan Horse (pun intended) for banning other recreational users of the area and banning horse riders 
from other blic aces 

573 Dawson , Allan Donald Safe riding places are increasingly difficult to find. The danger of riding on the roadside has increased considerably in recent years 
and Council has given little or no thought to access along roadside berms on country roads or the provision of "bride ways" as many 
other countries and some other Councils have successfully integrated into their plans. Farmers are also reluctant to allow access to 
their properties; often sighting Health and Safety issues and more recently Micoplasma bovis transfer 

574 Suzie Aitken Community coastal areas are for recreation such as horse riding , dog walking , boating and fishing and that makes communities 
special. We live in a society that is now encouraging people to be active, get off the couch and get outdoors. Horse riding is a 
great way of doing this. Roads these days are becoming far too dangerous to ride horses on so to have a safe place to ride is 

584 Tate, Merryn Ellen 

587 Sandbrook, Gloria 

589 O'donnell , Angela 

596 owern, James Mel 

597 Faber, Emma 

599 Hood, Eileen Joyce 

600 Boler, Mrs 

606 Bennie, Sally Claire 

Western Bay is becoming increasingly urbanised and it is no longer safe to ride along the coast. There are limited spaces available 
for safe riding . We encourage our children to horse ride which is a healthy outdoor activity and builds resilience and good habits. 

We are seeing less and less places to ride slowly happening over the years. As a fair council invested in providing opportunities for 
recreational activities lm asking that you continue to uphold the bylaw that allows us to ride in the designated areas on the beaches 

hout our local on. 
We as riders do appreciate a safe place to ride which is getting few and far between . It is unsafe to ride on roads. Over the years 
ma facilities have been withdrawn for safe ridi 
[Tuapiro Point] it is the only place that I can take my old horse. Every where else is too strenuous for him. There appears to be no 
access for horses to any beaches around the BOP any more. All access to Papamoa Beach has been taken away, it sounds like we 
won't have 

It is very difficult to find safe places to ride these days. horses need space to move away when sharing space with cyclists and dog 
walke beaches are one of the few laces where this is 'ble. 
I belive that there is a shortage of safe open spaces with access to the sea water where one can enjoy the freedom and benefits of 

W rn B of 

Our roads have become 

Sadley there are fewer and fewer places locally where we can safely ride our horses. 
Thompsons track has potential to be a good place for experienced riders on fit horses but is no substitute for Tuapiro Point. 
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Topic Issue SubiD Name Summa!Y 
4: Bylaw information 4 England, Pau l Frederick I often tgo to Tuapiro and have never ever seen any marked area identifying Tapu area 

6 Besley, Peter Andrew I have regularly gone to Tuapiro with a riding group and have never taken any note of any signage explaning where/when(?) horses 
can ride . If I had known exactly which areas were tapu I would not have allowed my 'party' to ride there . 

16 Paterson , Keri -Leigh The ancestral ground within the forestry we are now being told about needs to be officially identified, signposted and fenced 
securely to ensure all animals and humans stay away from this area . I do not think any horse riders have any issue with this. 

23 Latham , Susan I'm sure with correct and adequate signage we would stay out of 4 respect of the areas of cultural importance to lwi . 

35 Goodwin, Kathryn Each user of the reserve and facilities should leave the area clean and tidy. Specifical ly no horse poo. (But this has not been a 
Frances problem). 

83 Diana Stein I understand that most riders (including me) have been riding outside the marked areas in the past and I was very shocked when I 
was made aware of this. I am a law-abiding citizen and felt bad that I must have been contributing to having the bylaw reviewed. 
After intense study of the signs at Tuapiro I am still not sure where exactly we are allowed to ride. I am not sure where exactly the 
low tide mark is? Is this 5,1 0,15 or 20 metres from the shoreline? It is really important that the signage is improved and very clear 
with no room for guessing. I want to do the right thing! 
I would li ke to know if there is anyth ing else that we horse riders need to be aware of - other than staying in the marked areas- to 
respectfuly treat the Maori culture while we are riding there? I am always keen to learn and on paying respect to the Maori culture. 
Although we oppose the banning of horses, we do respect and understand the cultural sensitiv ities of this situation and would like to 
find ways of working with iwi and council so horse riders can remain riding at Tuapiro. 

94 Kite , Andrea Louise The Signs doen at Tuapiro are not clear- the sign indicates at one point ride below the low tide mark - that wou ld put you in the 
harbour- and potentially it is soft out there and dangerous. 

129 Susan Tighe I have witnessed inconsiderate driving down the beach and onto the end of the point late at night when I have been freedom 
camping in the designated area . This causes more damage and erosion than horses as well as deliberate acts of hooliganism 
designed to wake campers at 3 am. I suggest energy is directed towards this rather than law abiding horse riders. 

270 Rowan George Bullock Insufficient communication to the local resident from council. A reliance on public notices is below par for a council that wants 
transparency and community involvement. 

276 Vivien Dostine There is no information for horse riders to easily find on the Council website. If there are rules for riding in parks, on beaches or 
elsewhere, then this needs to be made available - and in an easily understood form (not bylaw gobbledegook). 
Riders using the area below low tide would quite rightly question whether the District Council bylaws have any jurisdiction over 
them at all given that this would surely fall into the Marine and Coastal area act where everyone has the right to engage in 
recreational activities in or on the common marine and coastal area . 

312 Richardson, Sheryl Access to the New Zealand outdoors is part of who we are and a large part of our nation's heritage and culture and enjoyment of 
Frances the same is seen as the birthriqht of all 

314 Burnett, Richard I feel that we the people should be able to access the beach on anything we choose as long as it is not a vehicle. And I'm sure over 
Macpherson the last hundred years people have had horses to get around the coast 

357 Catherine Meech The signage for the riding area is extremely poorly written and easily misintrepreted. There is no sign posting on the riding trails and 
there is NO signage indictating either the areas of cultural significance or the reason for the significance. This is a great shame as it 
deprives all users of the beach a full understanding of the significance of the area. 

377 Warren Grant We always pick up the manure and thought we were sticking to the permitted areas but find the signs ambiguous. 

409 David Roy Ryan I do not support the proposed change to the bylaw that would ban horses from using Tuapiro Beach. 
The proposed chanqe is discriminatory aqainst freedom of movement. 

477 Bostock, Robert Alec These so called bylaw will affect my children and others in the future , next you will tell us we cant swim in the sea . 

488 Brass, Wiki The signage at Tuapiro for horses- riding where . boundaries, parking , are very poor 

490 Denize, Genevieve The WBOP has not considered all reasonably practicable options in accordance with section 77 of the LGA. 
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543 Clarke, Janice Ann 

580 Heibner, Bernadette 
Madeline 

WBOPD needs to PLAn to create a unity between these multi-cultural PEOPLE. Working together with mitigation measures to 
cultures is PROGRESS. 

I believe horses should be allowed at Tuapiro Point under the current by-law. I also believe that the Council is allowing a few of the 
vocal minority (including Councillors) to invoke change against the wishes of the (generally) non vocal majority 

I believe we should be respectful of others beliefs and feelings/ culture and I recognise the strong link that local lwi have with 
Tuapiro Point. However, I believe Council has a responsibility to be promoting and facilitating a negotiation process rather than a 
blanket ban 
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18 Birkett, Bev 

25 Katrina Stephenson 

29 Anita Kelly 

30 Andrew Gorringe 

48 Rachel Alice Purcell 

51 Allison mathers 

53 Carolynn WEST 

60 Leanne Parrott 

73 Anne McNabb 

76 Christian 

83 Diana Stein 

84 Diana Stein 

89 Gail and Murray Piper 

eg: 'do not pass this point-

there does need to be more signage as the where we can ride an can't as the ones that are there are grifitted an unread able an not very helpful, 
ld be nice to have clear ns as whe rself 

Provide better signage saying not to leave horse manure in the parking area, and identify the area with signage where horses can not be ridden due 
fis restrictions. Ed in not a blanket ban. 

Give clear instructions as to where horses can be ridden so there is no misunderstanding and make it more visible where the areas of 'off-limits' are 
so we can share this amazi environment. 
I think the preset bye law has been working very well and perhaps a more proactive enforcement with good signage is all that is needed. 

As far as we are aware there is lots of confusion around signage. Clear signage for parking , the loop trail and behaviour on the trail would leave no 
room for second guessing and avoid potential cause of problems. Also the signs need to be at the entrance of the parking area so they can't be 
overlooked. Fines for individuals who don't obey to the rules, will deter bad behaviour. 

As far as we are aware there is lots of confusion around signage. Clear signage for parking , the loop trail and behaviour on the trail would leave no 
room for second guessing and avoid potential cause of problems. Also the signs need to be at the entrance of the parking area so they can't be 
overlooked. Fines for individuals who don't obey to the rules, will deter bad behaviour. 

significance and areas that require environmental protection. 
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94 Kite, Andrea Louise 

102 Sanders, Elizabeth 

107 Oliver, Joy 

115 Steve Allan 

116 Stephen O'Donnell 

117 Morgan Lee Trubshaw 

118 Sara Elliott-Warren 

126 Janice Tetley-Janes 

144 June Sobye 

146 Sian Manning 

158 Anton Leo Turnwald 

159 Rebecca Tasker 

162 Amy Gough 

Update the signs so it is clear where horse riders can ride- and make the rules fair for them so they can also enjoy the beach. 
Updated signage could include riders must ride below the high tide mark, but no further than say 100 meters put from the high tide mark- towards 
the low tide mark as you go down towards the point. 

e at Tuapiro to eanble us to follow the rules. It is very confusing as it stands. 

needs to be clarified. 

I agree that historical features need to be protected , but I believe simple unobtrusive signage would bring about the results of protecting the 
historical feature and kee the shellfish safe. 
consideration of control options vice outright banning 
- warning signs for fines for leaving any waste behind 
- warning signs for fines for riding within reserved protected areas 

I would like to see more signage to remind riders not to ride in the pine area and why and to remind people to pick up the poo. Perhaps you could 
have to buy a yearly pass/permit to ride down there and that you sign saying you will respect not riding in the pines and pick up all horse poo. 

Better signage and fences would make so much difference in solving whatever problems there are. 

I would like to see clear signage. To continue to be allowed to ride in the water and along the beach . Happy to pick up droppings. 

Please make the sign easy to understand and the rules surrounding the Reserve as easy as possible to adhere to. Make it plain in simple language 
where the horses are allowed to walk or canter as the case may be and request that the rider or person leading the horse pick up any droppings. 

Would like to see better signage erected to target horse riders. It appears that the majority of horse riders at Tuapiro have misinterpreted current 
inadequate signage. 
o Signage should be bigger and placed in the correct areas to reach all potential horse riders 
o Signage should show where cultural areas of significance are located. 
o Signage should clearly define areas where horses can and cannot be ridden 
o Signage to indicate appropriate parking for horse floats should be included 
o Signage should be added to indicate acceptable/appropriate horse riding behaviours for safety for all beach users (speed/vicinity to others/dogs 

As there appears to be no danger from impact to kaimoana beds at Tuapiro Point there is no need to define riding areas below high tide mark at the 
location at all. At all areas where damage to native birdlife may occur signs and fencing ought to be employed. 

I would like to see a lot more signs around tuapiro beach because currently there are very little signs at the beach and we do not know were we can 
and can't ride 
Permitted riding areas- just clearly communicate where we can ride- any "rule breaking" is coming about through ignorance not deliberate intent to 
cause damage. 
he signage is VERY poor- it is unclear as to where riders are expected to stay (low tide line? high tide? In between?). This would be an easy thing 
to resolve. 
more clear signage as to where we are aloud to ride as all of us want to work with the public and the locals as much as we can. 
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179 Bethany Bennie 

182 Anita Shirley Gray 

184 Maya Frost Lyon 

186 Paula Henderson 

194 Mitchell , Nadeen 

198 Martin, Paul 

224 Joanne Hume 

227 Natasha Pearce 

231 sarah rice 

236 Jude Russell 

250 Debbie Perkins 

253 Riley Warren 

263 Ellie Harrison 

e. 
If horse riding is permitted to continue at Tuapiro I would like to see much better signage at the locality with clear instructions as to where horses 
are allowed to go. There is definite confusion in the current situation which has led to riders inadvertently upsetting people who are more familiar 

How ever there should be certain entry and exit points clearly sign posted that horse and rider can use for access to beach similar to Waihi Beach 

More monitoring of signage of the amount of horse traffic allowed on the beach would solve the issues and still keep people's rights alive and 
keeping all cultural rights alive for our next generation of people, having no signs stating the amount of hoses people just use at will. 

So long as riders are clear as to where they may ride and best efforts will be made to collect waste produced by their equines, they should be 
allowed to continue. 
Continue to allow horse riding with current rules in place outlined clearly for ALL riders( some who may be new to the area). 

I believe there needs to be better signage and information about the areas that are permitted or non permitted for horses to be as there seems to be 
a lot of confusion. The trail starts and ends from on the beach , so where do horses access the beach? Are horses permitted on grass areas? 

Clear concise images and 

4. Clear instructions be added to existing visitor signs. 
Signage and easily accessible information on WBOPDC Website dictating route , rules and parking instructions be clearly displayed at the entrance 
to our beaches and reserves. 
For those parties concerned recontamination to their kaimoana perhaps they should care more about the multitude of black swans defecating in 

tT 

Better signage, signage showing where cultural areas of significance are located and these areas maintained properly, fenced off areas- with 
fences. 

There is great confusion about where we are allowed to ride. 
The sign is very unclear. 
I would never deli ride outside the desi nated area and would '"'".n"''''r 
The signs at Tuapiro are confusing - I cannot tell where I am not allowed to ride. so they do need to be made clearer for us kids to know were we 
are not allowed to go. my mum also told me that there are shellfish beds around the point so it would be alright if were not allowed to ride there so 
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278 Marguerite Pienaar
Pawlak 

287 Jodie Thorne 

312 Richardson, Sheryl 

313 Richardson , Alisse 

316 Bateman, Rochelle Lynn 

324 Overton , Jeanine Louise 

324 Overton , Jeanine Louise 

328 Suzanne Trask and Mark 
Schlegel 

372 Sarah Rice - Otumoetai 
Pon Club 

381 Henrietta Davenport 

393 Denyse Cambie 

399 Glenys Vivien Daley 

406 lan James Gray 

Better signage to show us where we are allowed to park , ride, etc. We don't want to offend anyone and would like to work with local iwi and the 
council. 
Horses allowed 

Better signage 

I would like to 

I think better signage is needed to show people where they can and can't ride. This will allow the cultural places to be left untouched by the horses. 
Also a sign in the main parking area telling people to pick up their horse poo, as some do not know. 

Clear signage indicating area permitted for horse riding 

Safety concerns as to surface (boggy areas) be remedied , so horses and riders, or other users, can be safe. 

Improved signage: for all users. What is currently there is open to varied interpretation. 

Many riders have reported that signage is not clear about where they are allowed to go, and thought that where they were riding was allowed . With 
clearer signage and rules, I am sure that all riders (Tauranga Pony Club included) would happily stick to the boundaries in return for the privilege of 
using the beach . If kaimoana beds were perhaps fenced off or marked, riders would also be considerate of these. 

There are good examples of signs and systems that educate riders and cyclists how best to 
behave and show res to each other and I am ha to share ideas on how best to achieve this. 

We acknowledge that we have not always followed the rules however everyone I have spoken to agrees that we incorrectly thought we were not 
allowed on the grass and were allowed to ride anywhere below the high tide mark. And that the signs are ambiguous e.g . the sandy area just around 
the point appears to be included in the permitted area due to the no horses sign being near the pines furthest from the point. 

Tuapiro does not require any further financial input from council (apart from a clearer sign showing permitted areas and also where the kaimoana 
beds are, if they are ever identified) and perhaps removal of the fallen trees. 

One possibility during the period 1 December to 31 January would be to restrict horses and floats to the left hand side of the boat ramp. This is not 
suitable at other times as it is too soft, but over Christmas the ground is harder. Perhaps bins for horse manure (even though it is just reconstituted 
grass unlike dog or cat poo) could also be trialled during this period. 

I think there needs to be a better map and signs showing where you feel the permitted riding area is and why. I'd like to see this stay as a safe and 
to ride 

The map which is included in the bylaw and on the noticeboard at Tuapiro also cannot be taken seriously. Its message is confused. It shows a 
yellow dotted line on the eastern side of the spit, marked 'Ride at low tide mark' . This line, however, is drawn on the foreshore, nowhere near the 
low tide mark, and the sign itself says that horses may be ridden along the foreshore. Any sign needs to be placed where riders enter the proposed 
loop trail (not at the end of the trail) . Instructions limiting the use of the reserve need to be both clea r and realistic. 

Better signage at Tuapiro so that the horse riding community are able to stick to the places they are allowed and therefore not encroach onto 
or sensitive areas. 
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Topic Issue SubiD Name Summarv 
407 Kate Brown I find the current signposting at Tuapiro Point displaying the designated riding areas confusing and hard to follow. I believe this should be made 

clearer so that there is no risk to the kaimoana beds in the area and riders understand where the permitted areas are and how far from the high tide 
line they extend . The vast majority of riders recognise what a precious resource Tuapiro Point is and I believe with clearer signposting the current 
by-laws would be followed. 

412 Hannah Allwood Some of this behaviour could be explained by the ambiguity of the signage at Tuapiro Point (see figure I, attached) which leaves the riding zones 
open to interpretation (many of us believed we were NOT supposed to ride on the mown grass verge as complaints have previously come from the 
people who own the houses on the waterfront). I believe there needs to be clear signage outlining EXACTLY what is expected of people who ride in 
this area (such as a set list of rules, e.g all horse poo must be picked up, no rider must go in the forest etc) and the EXACT area where we are 
allowed and not allowed to ride. A guideline of the location of the significant cultural and ecological areas will also ensure people understand the 
importance of following these set rules 

417 Aden Alyssa Dene Better signage/ maps would help riders understand where they can and cannot ride, aswell as clearly stating what might happen if they do not keep 
Manninq to the desiqnated ridinq areas. 

423 Katherine Bell Instead of stopping riders from riding at turapiro, how about trying to educate everyone as to the rules (where to ride) and making it easier to obey 
them /know what they are (sign visibility). 

424 Kylie McKee Tuapiro beach is not banned to horse riders, instead there will be signs and fences erected to protect the urupa 

428 Lisa Dorothy Jane Hansen If anything, better signage of where the horses should and should not be to stay clear of the shellfish beds (similar to the signpost at Huarua Park.) 

432 Chris Fotheringhame Although there is signage at the reserve the map is very difficult to intepret particularly for newcomers to the area. Better signage and marking of 
areas may better support the 2012 bylaw. 

434 Steve Allan I believe a few well placed signs on where horses and families can ride would alleviate all the problems raised . I agree that historical features need 
to be protected, but I believe simple unobtrusive signage would bring about the results of protecting the historical feature and keep the shellfish safe. 

439 Barbara Jacobson All cultural sites need to be identified and registered so all people can respect these areas, not just horse riders. 
Put up an information board informing the public of the history of Tuapiro and locate the sacred areas for all to respect. 
Improve the signage so we all understand the areas horses are allowed and there is no ambiguity or confusion . 

442 Katherine Le Petit in line with this at Tuaprio I would like the culturally significant area /kaimoana beds to be identified and to be ride all areas at Tuaprio apart from 
those marked. 
** I would like clearer signage clearly explaining the reason that areas are culturally significant. 

443 Lisa Daly I would like to see signage for horse riders as there is none or minimal at present. Horse riders do not want to loose these places to ride and most if 
not all would abide bv rules if they knew what they are. 

444 Sally Jane Goodyear Horse riders have been badly let down by the signage at Tuapiro. Clear signs marking where kaimoana beds are located and where riders are and 
are not allowed are key to making sure all parties are informed and key areas are respected. 

445 MICHELLE RAITAK Please improve the signage but ensure that a rider that uses Tuapiro is included so it makes sense to those it is intended for. 

449 Megan J Richards 4) Having looked at the map of where horses are allowed I find it very confusing so maybe instead clearer marked trails would help with the sharing 
of the beach environment. I realize there are probably some who through ignorance ride in the wrong place and there is always a few who are a law 
unto themselves but to bar all horse riders based on the actions of a few seems excessive. 

450 Fleming , Katie To banish horses based on the reasoning of not following the rules is extremely unfair- put some correct signs up, make the rules very clear and 
there will be no problems with horse riders usinq the beach! 

455 Julie Anne Malcolm That clear signs be erected to indicate sensitive ecological or historical sites that must be avoided by riders. That clear signs be erected to notify 
horse riders where they can and can't ride or lead a horse and that ALL droppings and waste hay must be collected and taken home. 

456 Tamar Terry I feel as though the current signposting of the area in which we are allowed to ride at Tuapiro needs to be hugely improved also, as I find it very 
difficult to understand. Some areas it seems to outline are not actually accessible in some cases, so this has led to confusion as to where and how 
to get around the point. Hence, this could easily lead to a rider taking a horse back or being confused about how to get through and back to the 
entrance. Also, clear signposting and any other requirements of us I feel could be better signposted as well. 
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460 Angela ODonnell 

501 Rogers, Peter Wayne 

503 Rogers, Alayna 

503 Rogers, Alayna 

503 Rogers, Alayna 

506 Pooley, Lara 

I would like to see horses allowed full access to Taupiro Point, working with local iwi and council to ensure manure is picked up by all riders and that 
areas of cultural significance are well signposted, so that we are well aware of areas that are sacred or need to be avoided. 

Fines for those who don't take away their waste. Signs to ensure horse riders respect cultural 

areas etc. 

- when and exactly where they are allowed to ride. 

as to the permitted areas 

Clear signage for non-riding areas I kaimoana beds I areas of significance, so all parties can enjoy a place of New Zealand. 

Install horse trail markers and horse poo disposal points/ bin like the dogs have at some points around the Bay Of Plenty. 

The inadequate and substandard signage meant that riders did not know where they are allowed to ride and where they are not, this lack of 
knowled resulted in riders ridi outside of the itted areas. 
There has been no indication or signage as to where the kaimoana beds are at Tuapiro and therefore the riders and public who also use the area 
are unaware of these kaimoana beds are, if these areas were signposted I would expect that people would not intrude on these areas. 

he signage at Tuapiro needs to be improved. A clear and detailed sign showing the areas where the cultural areas of significance are located , 
ere the kaimoana beds are and where horses are permitted to be ridden . A map of these areas at the boat ramp and car park would mean that all 

horse riders and pedestrians would read the signs, not only would the riders know where they are permitted to ride, they would also be educated as 
where the kaimoana beds were situated so they would not ride over these areas which are "significant to Maori" , this would also allow other 

people in the community to collect the Titoki and other kaimoana. 

Many riders do not realise they are riding outside permitted areas, thus improved signage will help to resolve this issue and help keep horses out of 
·moana beds. 

areas for horse riders! 

Signage has not been clear. The map down at the boat ramp shows dotted lines around Tuapiro point and crossing at the carpark to form a circle. 
Horse riders have thought that this meant we could ride anywhere around the point as long as it wasn't through the trees, except for crossing over at 
the 
Solution: better signage wo 

Work on the bigger issues t 
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2: Education 

537 Sharfe, Paul Damian 

540 Jones, Lloyd William 

542 Walford , Rand Meek, SS 

544 Bryant, Daisy 

550 Burgess, Daisy 

559 Merrin , Marian Irene 

568 Symes, Kirsten 

The Council will negotiate with local lwi and provide clear signage so that horse riders can respect the areas of cultural significance and work with 
lwi to share the Tuapiro Point area which is special to both the lwi and the recreational riders. 

The Council should be able to solve any issues involved in keeping the Tuapiro Point area available for all recreational users including horse riders 
nd 

A willingness to cooperate with better managing the asset and pleas for clearer signage and direction as to what is required for better compliance 
have met with little · · e outcome. 
If there are particular areas of cultural significance on Tuapiro Point there needs to be adequately signed and protected (possibly fenced). Horse 
riders are largely a responsible group and have made every effort to ensure they remain within the designated area at Tuapiro. Unfortunately the 
current signage is highly ambiguous and subject to different interpretation. To my knowledge there in no independent research which suggests 
horse manure is a significant environmental concern or poses any risk to human health 

570 Symes, Charles Wymond Better signage to demonstrate requirements of recreational users of Tuapiro Point e.g. where each recreational user can and cannot go, what is 
required of the to avoid significant sites/areas of cultural and or ecological sensitivity, how they clean up after themselves 

573 Dawson, Allan Donald 

580 Heibner, Bernadette 
Madeline 

584 Tate, Merryn Ellen 

As a casual rider along the beach I am embarrassed and distressed that I may have inadvertently "caused damage" or ridden in the "wrong place" 
or "sensitive place"! Surely these problems could be remedied by the Council providing a comprehensive explanation and better signage. The 
Council have a responsibility to do this. We all wish ecological and environmental aspects of our beaches to be protested. I venture to point out 
that the eutrophication of our harbour is a significantly more important problem than any possible damage from recreational horse riders! 

Council will consult with local lwis to install signage that celebrates the special native of the area and the lwi's particular connection with it 

That concerns from those opposed be carefully evaluated and where possible clear signage be erected that will let horse riders know where they 
can ride. 

Heard a very good suggestion about Council developing an application for smart phones that would inform riders as they approacj areas of cultural 
ificance and educates as to where to . What a brilliant idea! 

31 Katikati Hack & Hunters Suitable education and signage and recular liaison with clubs to keep users informed. Specific education around Kaimoana and birdlife in the area 
with information boards rovided. around kaimoana beach . 

31 Katikati Hack & Hunters Most horse owners are responsible, sensible and intelligent people who for a large part are major players and contributors to the community 

34 Goodwin, David John Reserves Bylaw should make it clear what responsibilities fall on horse riders and they should be educated on what is required of them -signs, 
tten communication etc. 

95 Vasenko, Maria In my opinion, all we need is some very clear rules and boundaries. I'm sure all of the equestrian community would very obliging if it meant we get 
ridi on the beach. 
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107 Oliver, Joy I'm sure that with more dialogue between the different groups we can learn to share this lovely outdoor area with all people 

154 Ainsley Vickers I do, however, understand the concerns of the local iwi and other people who use this special place. Perhaps public education (such as newspaper 
articles?) about the negative effects of disobeying the rules, and the importance of preserving the ecosystems, could help. 
I would like to see signage and public resources, such as flyers or newspaper articles, educating riders on the reasons for the limited areas where 
they are allowed to ride and encouraging them to obey these restrictions. 

159 Rebecca Tasker I suggest a "probation period" of sorts. Improved communication with riders as to the expectations for restricted riding areas, manure, etc, and then 
a one or two year period (for example) in which activity can be monitored . This whole thing has come out of the blue with no communication or 
attempts to enliqhten the horse ridinq community at all. 

179 Bethany Bennie On-going engagement with a representative for the horse riding community over the use of the site, including whether or not riders are keeping to 
the tracks, removing waste etc, may help the riding community take better care of the site and prevent on-going damage. 

185 Bella Taylor In saying that there is a significant lack of information out there on how to ride on public spaces (excluding Teet park)- most of what I know, eg 
about not putting horse poo under the tree at Tuapiro, comes from what other people have told me. I do think that better information provision for 
users of public spaces could improve the experiences for all users. 

193 Sutherland, Caroline Horse riders are responsible people. The focus should be on irresponsible people. 

194 Mitchell , Nadeen Encourage cooperation between Tuapiro users. Horse riders have no wish to limir others' enjoyment of the beach . We are very happy to share. 

223 Sue Wickman I would like to see the beach access remain fully available for horse use except for special areas such as surf patrolled busy beaches or where high 
numbers of people congregate over summer, or such areas as where birds are nesting. Local education of usage is important. Recreational horse 
ridingmust be protected for participation of manv. 

283 Leigh Rowbotham I would like clear outlines on permitted riding areas, and as I am keen to work towards some sort of compromise that will enable us, and everyone, 
to continue to use Tuapiro in a way that is acceptable to lwi, some guidelines as what is expected of us as users as I'm sure we will be happy to 
stick to these quidelines movinq forward . 

312 Richardson, Sheryl Show the kaimoana bed locations 

319 Bateman, David James If there are slight changes to be made to help protect the foreshore then it is a food idea to have this consultation period as riders would be more 
than keen to help, so please do not stop horses from riding down Tuapiro Point and hopefully the beach is enjoyed by all for generations to come. 

334 Lynde Graag Perhaps be clear on expectations and safe places to ride . 

357 Catherine Meech People should be still allowed to ride on the beach. But there need to be better comunication to assist people to respect each others use of the area. 
Obviously, no one wants to ride through an urupa. Burial areas need to be clearly sign posted . The cultural history of the area needs to be 
communicated via signage. 
Council or Doc can empower people who use the beach to enforce the requirement to pickup all waste (human and horse); and stay within 
designated areas. The Rangers can report people to the council by photos of them and their license plate. 
If there are certain times of the year where the beach is crowded then the times horses can ridden on the beach can be mandated ie at the height of 
sum mer before 1 Oam and after 5pm .. 

362 Cary Young Horse riders that I know are aware of minimising damage to the area . Rather than restricting, educating the riders on what is enviromentally and 
culturally imporant would work towards solvinq the issues. 

386 Hannah O'Brien No banning of horse access. Any changes needed to ensure respect for the land while still allowing ALL of our tangata to enjoy the whenua . 

395 Lizette Turnbull Working together in with the principles of Kotahitanga -coming together to find and agree on permitted riding area, there is confusion about current 
areas. 
Better siqnaqe maps and siqnaqe showinq where cultural areas of siqnificance are. 

396 Julia Abrahams Monthly clean up if needed if this is the issue. 
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3: Restrictions 

403 Michelle Hamilton 

420 Kate johnson 

450 Fleming, Katie 

Summary 

I would prefer that efforts were made to educate riders as to where and when they are allowed access to the Tuapiro area so that access is fair for 
all community users. 
The use of Tuapiro should be for ALL the community we can all enjoy this area whilst having respect for each other and for the cultural and 
otherwise si nificant areas we fre uent. 
I would like to see riding horses remain at tuapiro and more awareness of all tapu land so both can be treated with respect .. Both are integral parts 
of our histo 
In order for people to understand this, the history of this area needs to be shared , no one can undo what has been done in an inclusive, positive 
way. This area is used by locals as well as a lot of freedom campers - it would be great to see a sign erected that explains the history of Tuapiro 
and the cultural significance, the way a wider group will become aware and educated. 

I believe that both can co-exist with the proper management of traffic through the area, being careful preserve areas of cultural significance. This 
way general public, horse and riders can continue to enjoy Tuapiro's beauty and its cultural history. 

And for there to be made: monuments, sculptured "Paus" by local carvers, ceremonies, commemorating events- that share understanding and 
honour the natural h. of this beautiful - Si ns for tourists to read too. 

1 Van Berlo, Maxine Beryl If they do not want riders going through the trees, the simple answer is to close the trees to all and 
fence offthe whole area or fence off the surroundi area. 

3 Hoseason, Maryanne Some changes to riding area and rules put in place to prevent damage to and some sea life and push. This would still allow riding on the beach 
above the hi h tide line. 

5 Bongard, Shirley Ann 1. Protect the burial area from horses and dogs byt allow pedestrians. 
2. Allow horses on the sand area with one or two nts of en from the frass reserve to the beach . 

7 Besley, Samantha Put a fence up to prevent riders from cutting through the forest 

7 Besley, Samantha Allow riding in the 'arena' as I have bever seen people walk through it and riders would love to be able to ride it as some have no where else to ride. 

horse 

17 Van Zweeden, Johanna Finally, I would add that I see no problem in enforcing more strict rules with waste and which areas, ie the grass area, that are not for riding on. 

21 Hayward, H Horse riders continuing to use the reserves as and when they wish with the restrictions of course on the busiest times of the year. 

27 Brendan Barraclough If people are still riding where the shouldn't. lethe pines I say we need to put a fence up right around the pines and or and places they shouldn't be. 
And more si I think. 

31 Katikati Hack & Hunters With closure of Te Puna and Athenree beach it follows usage will be heavier at Tuapiro. Not everyone wants to ride on a muddy, rocky, steep trail 
in a remote area Lund Road TECT 

33 Mclean, Fay Maree Perhaps other factors to protect the kaimoana could be considered . 
Tua iro could be o to riders and horses 2 weekends a month clearl stated on si 

46 Hayley Akenehi Murray If the horses are damaging the sea bed maybe a proposed change could be made that only riders that get a "special pass" through council can ride 
there? Maybe limits the rides per rider each week or month? I think there needs to be more signage that clearly shows horse allocation. 

49 Raewyn ann ahara Allowing horse riding at Tuapiro point with stricter rules on where horses are not allowed. Most of us do respect these rules when put in place. 

53 Carolynn WEST Signs identifying the shellfish beds that are to be avoided and that all manure must be taken with rider. Impose fines for those that dont obey the 
s. 
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59 Bron Edwards Make the signage for riders more visible/ current signs are too far away from where people park. first timers etc may not see them. clean up the 
fallen trees at the pines .. they are a hazard to any beach user (everyone, not just horse riders) fence the sacred area .. . not just horses in there- do 
the iwi want people and dogs trapsing through there with no respect?? if the residnets want, create a compost box for poos, i always take all of mine 
away (have a bucket and a cupboard in the truck dedicated to it no matter where i go) but maybe the residence would like a free compost waste 
area the community can share? 

62 Peter Nicholas If the changes proceed then some concession should be made for horse riders to visit the Point i.e. organised events should still be allowed to take 
place. 

63 Jillian Mary Kerkhof Restrict horses from the areas of kaimoana and culture 
Provide bins for horse poo so gardeners can use it 
Put up clear signs for users 
Conseauences for abuse of the orivileae 

78 Diana Danker 'Tuapiro Reserve should stay open for horseriding at the designated areas under the current bylaw, however a PERMIT SYSTEM could be 
introduced to: 
-control the numbers of riders allowed at Tuapiro Reserve 
-control when and what time horse riders are allowed to use Tuapiro Reserve 
-close off areas at certain times of the year (e.g. to protect migrating or nesting birds) 

A oermit svstem like this has oroven to work successfullv in countries like the USA. 
87 Georgina Lloyd Perhaps also beach riding may be restricted somewhat -perhaps on a licence/user pays basis. That way use may be limited somewhat and there 

would be a deqree of requlation and accountability. 
94 Kite, Andrea Louise As you go around the point, allow horses to swim - but maybe make a rule- that if there are people swimming there- the horses can be no closer 

than 100 metres from swimmers (other councils have this rule). 
The inlcuded map is a suggestion - the red is banned from horse riders - and my understanding from the Katikati open day - that is where their 
shellfish is- near the low tide mark. 
If a big group- say 20 plus want to use the beach, maybe get them to apply for a permit over summer- can be like fire permits - cost nothing -then 
the council is aware when big groups of riders are using the beach over its busiest time. 
Adopt Tauranga City Council's approach by allowing horses/dogs at all beaches apart from the busy baches fro eg TGA city bans horses/dogs from 
lthe likes of Mt Maunaanui and Pilot bav. 

98 Hickmore, Danielle Dont stop horses from our beaches impose a fine if there manure is collected after there road simular to the dog poop fine. That alone will ensure 
each rider collects there waste. Its not always possible to do it during a ride for obvious reasons but ensuring they do not leave without collecting it. 

110 Van Berlo, Leonardus I suggest closing Tuapiro Beach over the busy 6 week holiday period as you do for Waihi Beach 
Johannes Franciscus 

119 Estelle Leyshon Have you considered other options for access but under more controlled conditions i.e a permit basis so people can be held accountable if 
necessary. 

122 Bert van der Lee On the harbour side are some good natural arenas where there is no kai Moana, at least allow riding there and close to the foreshore. 

123 Tut Baldock Give horse riders a section of the point that they are allowed to ride. Provide waste disposal units. Provide areas to tie up horses. Keep the trees 
and scrubs maintained to minimize damage. 

142 WILSON JAMES Allow community access to coastal areas for everyone, but that walking dogs should be on a leash at all times. ( My wife needed medical treatment 
ORANGE after being knocked down by a large running dog on Waihi Beach this last Summer period, when dogs were allowed to be unleashed -also to 

I protect visitinq seasonal fowl in our estaries.) 
143 Sophie E Hardy I would like to see horses able to enjoy the whole beach and not just the high tide line plus they should be allowed to swim . However they should be 

kept off the wooded area if that is a burial site and better signage should be put up making this clear and the actual burial site should be fenced off. 
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155 Anton Brett Turnwald 

156 Andrew Hollis 

158 Anton Leo Turnwald 

160 Pauline Silvester 

163 Jacqueline May Barrow 

167 Gary Allwood 

188 Bay Of Plenty Regional 

194 Mitchell, Nadeen 

198 Martin , Paul 

206 Wallace, Robert Lance 

215 Maria King 

222 Rebecca Marie Lillian 
O'Byrne 

231 sarah rice 

235 Jenny Louise Hayward 

We are wanting to come to a solution and are happy to work with all parties involved so we can all enjoy this wonderful place together. We need 
proper, clear signage of where we can and cannot ride. Most of us had no idea that there were certain areas out of bounds because there is simply 
no proper guidelines or information. I know the majority of us pick up our horses manure and take it home with us. ( It is an organic material , great 
for the garden). Perhaps a manure bin could be provided. There are many ways we can all make this work. Please do not take our little piece of 
paradise away. Thanks you for listening. 

this be roped off or picket fence to stop, motorbikes, horses and large dogs from usin 

I'd like to add a clause in the bylaw to ask for permits to be issued for large groups of riders 20 or more horses to be require permits. 

also with were the horses are able to go the council could think about making a 30-35 meter line from the shore line and that is were we are able to 
ride. 
The rules need to be made a little clearer and if in fact there are kaimoana at the tip of the Point- have that area cordoned off and allow horses to 
travel through the trees to arrive at the far side by the channel. If there are bones somewhere have them blessed and also fenced off so they can 
be honoured. 
One of the riders said that they are tightly restricted and can't go out into the water. I think that this is a shame and that they should be allowed to 
run wider into the water if they wish. 
Tighter observations should be made on the families that break through the wooden posts and set up messy camps on the point itself. They leave a 

I to ou 
Engage with all parties to find areas where horses are able to go and where they should absolutely not be allowed to go. Update the current 
ambiguous signage and educate the equestrian community. Allow individuals to ride but limit organised group events to 2 times per annum. 
Undertake a review of all activities at Tuapiro including Camper-vanning , waka ama events, boat launching by tractors, jet skiing, yachting, kite 
surfing, fishing, motorbikes. Engage the Regional council to undertake a long term 5 year study of the effects of these groups on the area and 
develop a specific Management plan for this area that enables Tuapiro to be used by all. 

Support the inclusion of rules to manage horse riding or horse leading 

Keep horses below the high tide mark so that manure washes away. Again, if there is no proven risk to shellfish or if then it is unreasonable to ask 
riders to · 
The banning is wrong and will always be wrong in my thinking and my whanau's eyes, reducing the number of horse riders is fine. And revisiting the 
issues in three years, followed up by a cultural impact report gives the 700 people that have come out of the area a chance to take care of the 
Taonga we all love Tuapiro Point given these people the right to self monitor from here on, will show council that people can take care of Maori 

h real hi 
From clear signage to even allocated parking during peak seasons can form for all involved. Seeing as there is in fact no scientific proof that horses 
are damaging kaimoana beds and this Bylaw Review is not required at this point in time it is a very reasonable request to keep this beach open to 
horses and their riders of all 
Banning or restricting driving on the beach , motor bikes and /or dogs running unattended at people who are on the beach would be a far better use 
of resource mana ment. 
I would like horses to continue to be allowed at tuapiro point but if we could find a compromise between the two opposing groups would be 
wonderful. If that does mean closing the beach to horses it would only be fair to give us another costal area were we can still enjoy this special 

2. A permitting system be introduced for large groups. (Over 20 horses) 
Groups such as Pony club, Adult riding groups etc can apply for a permit to ride on a greatly increased selection of beaches. With this permit, 
comes written rules and routes that must be adhered to. 

3. Consider a permitting system for individuals. 
WBOP and Tauranga residents should be allowed to get a permit to ride on all beaches. Permits should come with full instructions, rules and 
regulations so that all horse riders are educated and have no excuses for bad behaviour. People from other regions such as Waikato should be 

Allowing horses to continue to be ridden Tuapiro Point but with more compliance monitoring to ensure this can be sustainable. 
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240 Katherine Jane Sieling 

241 Emily Trask 

245 Darinee Turnwald 

252 Jo Schimanski 

258 Jeanette Barbara 
McQuarters 

265 Helen Davenport 

353 Robert Andrew Davenport 

402 Jayne Danker 

404 Bert Danker 

Surely if there is an area that is sensitive, it could be fenced off, either temporarily or permanently, as we do in Whitianga, to keep dogs, people 
and horses from the Dotteral nests. 
I would like to see that horse owners be allowed full access to the beach and surrounding areas, and be able to swim with their horses and ride 
along the beach . Greerton Pony Club would be happy to accept some proposed regulations such as always removing horse manure and not leaving 
litter, and we as a club would treat the beach with utmost respect. Members of the public would always have right of way, and our club would agree 

be responsible for keeping our riders in line 

I am in favour of making some amendments to consider the cultural needs of others. I believe that we can accommodate all groups. I propose that 
a trail could be considered away from old burial sites, and a map that clearly identifies where riders can go at the entrance of Tuapiro (ie do not 
access the forest trails). 
As for kaimoana beds, maps could show some areas where riders could ride, and areas they can't that see the growth of the kaimoana beds that 
are id to be not nrri\Aflrln 

I would like to see the horse access allowed in the 2012 Bylaw being enforced in some way (cameras?) rather than access being completely denied. 
It would be a shame if the actions of a few disrespectful riders spoil this facility for all others. 

If changes are to be made to the Draft Law I would like to see better sign posts at Tuapiro to show clearly where horses are allowed, hopefully along 
the beach below the high tide mark allowing the horses to be swum in the sea , something all generations and the horses love. Also for us to be 
allowed to ride the horses on the large sandy inlet areas at the top end of Tuapiro, a lovely flat area for the children to school their ponies safely. I 
would like to see signs informing us of the cultural significance of the area so that we can all understand why there are areas not to be ridden on . If 
horse poo is a problem , better signs telling people to clear up (which I believe most of us do already) . If large groups of horses at one time are a 
problem maybe a system could be put in place where they have to apply to the council for a permit, perhaps a small fee could be charged that 
would go towards funding the signs. Covered poo bins could be put in a discreet place to be used by horse riders, locals could use this for their 
gardens or the money raised from permits used to fund emptying them and the council could use it for fertilising their parks rather than using 
chemicals saving the council money in the long run as well!! 

ere regulations for rubbish/plastic etc 

I agree that we all need to work together to ensure this beautiful environment remains this way. There should be strict rules which help to protect 
everyone's best interests. I feel we should all compromise to achieve this goal so all parties can continue to enjoy the beach. 

1. Make more sealed car parks down near the toilets for Maori to park in (horses always park up the far end on the grass strip). 
2. Provide clear signage of where horses can and cannot go. 
3. Provide a manure bin near the boat ramp (I believe this is done at the Redwoods) and I am sure the locals would love the free fertilizer for their 
gardens (yes horse poo can be used to grow food! It does not contaminate it). 
4. Ask Maori to fence off and place signage in the forest area - this would be great for everyone, as they could read about the local history of the 
place and dog walkers, campers and others could all be informed of the dos and donts. 

I think that it would be a good idea to restrict horse riding from some parts of the beach where it is special to the local iwi but not completely 
banning them from the beach. There could be rubbish bins set in 5 different places around the beach to put the manure into. 

I can understand that high number of horses can be a nuisance to some. It might be an idea to introduce a permit system that only allows a limited 
number of horses on the beach per day. Permit systems like these have proven to be successful in several countries. 
Like on Waihi Beach , horses could be excluded for the beach at some periods of the year, re . not during daytime during the Summer Holidays. 
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445 MICHELLE RAITAK 

449 Megan J Richards 

455 Julie Anne Malcolm 

Perhaps we could adopt a system similar to that of Auckland Council. Auckland Council allows recreational horse riding on 8 regional parks 
(including some beaches) and require riders to have a network horse riding pass. 
The purpose of this pass is to ensure that there is good two way communication between council staff and horse riders; that rider details are known 
in the event of an emergency, to provide up to date information on temporary closures or changes to access codes and to promote any new riding 
opportunities. The pass is free. Riders are expected to carry the pass while riding on Regional Parks. They also have a Regional Parks Horse 
Riding Code of Conduct. 

Lets work together, if there is an area that is being replenished for Kaimoana, then lets work on grid I zoning system and periodically restrict access 
to this area while the replenishment is taking place, just like we protect our dotterel community on beaches. 

1) Council is suppose to cater for the whole community which includes horse riders, beaches are great open spaces with no fences and no cars and 
if more beaches where opened up riders numbers could spread out across the bay riding on beaches close to their grazing 

Horse riders should be mindful of other beach users (as should other beach users of horse riders) and keep to a walk when within 20m of other non
users. 

I strongly oppose the proposed bylaw change and consider that if the WBOP proceeds to implement the bylaw as proposed, it will be subject to 
successful legal challenge. As such , I urge the councillors not to vote for implementation of this proposed bylaw. It is flawed and there are other 
mechanisms which a concerns can be better add 
There are many sacred or historic sites throughout New Zealand which have simply been fenced off to preserve the site. Would this not be a 
solution mutual fulfilli irements? 
areas for the public, horses & riders & dogs 
area set a side to ificant cultural site 
Council will work with extended riding time at Waihi Beach to include riding before 10am and after 7pm during the period when it is currently 

lowed 
s introduce permit system for 

If there is a concern regarding kaimoana beds in the southwestern area (at the base of the point) a simple compromise may be made by the horses 
being restricted to the northern most end of the western side of the point. A possible compromise which would still allow horses adequate space 
would be to include the first inlet along from the tip of the point on the western side and restrict access beyond this. I feel comfortable riding with 
my two young children at Tuapiro but would not consider taking them into TECT Park for several reasons including the distance (and cost) to travel, 
the lack of cellphone reception, low visibility, possibility of getting misplaced and limited accessibility for accompanying walkers. The proposed 
reserve adjacent to Lund Rd will be suitable for advanced horse and rider combinations but is steep and twisting in places and tracks are clay based 
so it will be slippery in all but the driest of weather. Farms and orchards are increasingly unavailable for horse riding due to the new Health and 
Safety laws which are putting many managers off allowing us access. Riding on roads is dangerous. Horses form part of that culture and tradition of 
this country and it would be sad to see horses lost from our public spaces. 

Restrict riding times to mornings to avoid clashes with children swimming in summer, notices to horse owners to avoid riding on beach at busy 
times. 
Council will install markers 
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4: Horse waste 
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Rebecca Tasker 

KIM CAWTE 
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210 Katrena Ritchie 

215 Maria King 

231 sarah rice 

Auckland Council allows recreational horse riding on regional parks and require riders to have a network horse riding pass. The pass ensures there 
is good two way communication between council and horse riders and is free. There is also a Regional Parks Horse Riding Code of Conduct. 

s on Kaimoana beds that are used 
d I walways respected the signs which stated no riding in 

Signage has been inadequate and misleading . People don't deliberately go in the wrong place, they think that is what has been indicated. 

The most contensious issue is horse poo- the Bylaw must be specific on what horse riders need to do regarding horse poo clean up and removal. 

Encourage people to look after the environment by picking up their horse poo and disposing of it properly, and encourage responsibility for all 
beach users because this is somewhere to share not exclude. 
If you are so worried about the manure why don't you make a big rubbish bin . Why don't you make a big compost down which which people pick of 
the horse manure? Maybe a local bin which is only for horse manure and someone daily picks it up? 

The wording of the horse manure rule ought to read , "You must remove any horse manure and dispose of it in a hygienic manner provided that 
such removal can be conducted reasonably and safely". The removal of various location specific rules will make this rule easier to administer and 
monitor for the council saving money. Importantly it will also prevent non-compliance through ignorance of individual rules. 

The Council should be working with the horse riding community to develop a management plan that does not compromise the long-standing 
interests and use of the area for horse riding. Nor should the Council impose unrealistic and unachievable requirements for the removal of horse 
waste- which is an organic and completely biodegradable material and does not pose serious risks to human or other animal health . 

If manure left behind is an issue then guidance can be given to riders as to how to deal with this. E.g. the expectation is that you dismount and 
remove any manure, regardless of location . This can either be removed entirely, or left in designated spots as compost piles. 

HORSE MANURE CAN BE EASILY REMOVED AND IS 3/4 WATER BASED AND NOT DETRIMENTAL TO THE ENVIRONMENT, SO THIS 
SHOULD NOT BE AN I E. 
Having rules for picking to horse poo is sensible but banning for impacts on shellfish beds seems to be a reach when in others areas vehicles can 
drive on the beach. If horses then all vehicles need to too. 
WBDC could provide manure disposal sites and horses that do defecate below the high tide line should not have to pick up as it is so very quickly 
diluted and washed awa i 
The requirement to remove horse manure on the beach due to practicality reasons- as this is a natural non bio hazard and as yet no proof has 
been rovided of a ct. Poo bins rovided for clean u in rkin and rass areas 
I am ok with their being a by law enforcing horse riders to clean up their horses poo ( even if they have to dig a hole and bury it) but to ban them 
altogether is very unfair when horses and their riders actually have minimal if any impact on the environment or other users. 

5. Trial introducing Horse Poo bins at appropriate places. 
Bins should come with instructions for members of the public telling them that it can be taken for use as garden fertiliser and for adding to home 
compost bins. (Horse owners frequently sell horse poo in bags at their gate for this purpose) There will need to be VERY clear instructions to dog 
owners that dog poo must not be disposed of in these bins as dog poo would make them a health hazard. There is risk of plastic contamination too 
as people dump poo that has been bagged but I think a trial at a few sites that are also accessible to people who want to collect and use as an 
organic fertiliser would be worthwhile. 




